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Abstract—Multimedia services, such as HTTP adaptive
streaming (HAS) and audio conferencing, hold a dominant
share in Internet traffic and are critical to end-user quality
of experience (QoE). Since a distributed, application-level
adaptation to the available network resources may not
result in an optimal and fair QoE among heterogeneous
clients, there is the need for a coordinated application-
network interaction (App-Net), which includes exchange of
monitoring and control information between the involved
entities. Numerous App-Net approaches have been proposed,
but typically for very specific use cases. A systematic compar-
ison of such solutions, which would identify their pros and
cons, as well as potential application scenarios, is missing.
Our paper addresses this gap by providing an overview of
QoE-centric App-Net mechanisms and deducing an abstract
interaction model. In order to evaluate a trade-off between
QoE gains and the messaging overhead, we use the latter
model to compare two App-Net mechanisms for HAS against
a baseline HAS implementation.

Keywords-QoE-Centric Management, Application-
Network Interaction, Application Control, Application
Monitoring, Network Control, Network Monitoring

I. INTRODUCTION

Multimedia content remains dominantly consumed over

the Internet, with, for example, the traffic share of video

services expected to rise from 64% in 2014 up to 80% by

2019 [1]. However, the Internet’s architecture has not been

designed for stringent network resource demands imposed

by multimedia services and for differentiation among

them. Since over-provisioning network resources is often

economically unfavorable, other proposals to overcome

these issues comprise techniques to adapt configurations

of either multimedia applications, the underlying network,

or both. In this context, network-level mechanisms include

bandwidth reservation (e.g. [2], [3]), traffic prioritization

(e.g. [4], [5]), and flow re-routing (e.g. [6], [7]).

In general, applications are capable of dynamically

adapting their behavior, with solutions ranging from con-

ventional TCP-based and UDP-based implementations to

technologies such as Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over

HTTP (DASH) [8]. But, as most application-level ap-

proaches perform local client or server optimizations, this

may not lead to a uniform assignment of the available

network resources among competing traffic flows. Even

if such a resource share is reached, an unfair end-user

quality distribution among heterogeneous clients may still

occur [2]. This reflects well in an example of a smart-

phone and a desktop computer being allocated a similar

network bandwidth for video streaming, despite the former

requiring less bandwidth for smooth video playout.

In order to provide a fair distribution of user-perceived

quality, or quality of experience (QoE) [9], an explicit

exchange of monitoring and control information between

entities representing applications and the network is called

for, thus forming application-network interaction (App-

Net). Several solutions discuss a coordinated approach to

controlling applications and network (e.g. [3], [4]), where

control actions are orchestrated by a logically centralized

entity that is receiving the monitoring information. In this

paper, we will refer to such an entity as policy manager
(PM). With numerous App-Net approaches and use cases,

the contribution of this paper is two-fold:

(1) an abstract QoE-centric interaction model, which is

deduced from our overview of App-Net mechanisms

and would later on enable us to produce a systematic

comparison of different solutions; and

(2) an evaluation comparison of two App-Net mecha-

nisms for improving QoE in a DASH-based video ser-

vice against a baseline DASH implementation, which

considers achieved video quality, duration of video

freezes, and the messaging overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

gives an overview of QoE-centric App-Net mechanisms

and derives a generic interaction model, while Section 3

presents the App-Net evaluation methodology, as well as

our testbed for conducting experimental measurements.

Evaluation results are described and analyzed in Section 4,

followed by the conclusion and a future work outlook.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In recent years a lot of research effort has been devoted

to maximizing QoE for multimedia services, such as

video streaming and audio conferencing. Given video’s

prevailing Internet traffic share, most researchers focus

on its delivery via HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) and

one of HAS dominant standards, DASH [8]. DASH splits

up media content into short segments, each in different

representations with respect to, e.g., encoding bitrate and

resolution. All necessary meta-information on media is

stored in a media presentation description (MPD) file. In

a typical scenario, a DASH client first retrieves the MPD

file, and then decides which media segments to download

and play out, by considering their representations, state of

the client buffer and network throughput.
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As one of the key prerequisites for enhancing QoE is

the supported optimization of application/network control,

our overview uses this classification of App-Net solutions:

• Application-level optimization (ALO) – an applica-

tion entity is informed on application and/or network

performance, so as to decide to adjust application

parameters or to invoke network-level mechanisms;

• Network-level optimization (NLO) – a network entity

learns of application and/or network performance,

in order to execute network-level mechanisms or to

instruct applications on how to adapt;

• PM optimization (PMO) – applications and network

performance indicators are delivered to a PM, which

orchestrates control actions for applications and the

network based on its “global” system view.

A. App-Net Approaches for Improving QoE

An ALO-based framework for over-the-top (OTT) ser-

vices, such as Skype conferencing, is proposed in [10].

Congestion indication and other mobile network informa-

tion is conveyed to Skype application, which utilizes it to

adjust media transmission parameters (such as intra-flow

packet prioritization). QoE-aware DASH [11] introduces a

proxy-assisted measurement of network throughput so as

to provide more precise values and ALO instructions to

DASH clients when selecting media representations.

Several NLO-centric mechanisms that target YouTube

are discussed in [5], [6], [12]. All of them employ an

estimator of the client buffer state, which is based on

deep packet inspection in the network. A software-defined

networking (SDN) approach that dynamically re-routes

traffic based on buffer state is proposed in [6], while [12]

considers a flexible aggregation of resources from one or

more access networks if a mobile client buffer is drained

out (so as to ensure a smooth media reproduction). A

dynamic prioritization of YouTube flows in home network

gateways over other traffic is presented in [5].

Nam et al. adopt the SDN concept to increase QoE

for HAS services [7]. The central part of their PMO-

based solution is an SDN application, which calculates

a new route when network congestion takes place. Mon-

itoring is performed periodically by clients, which report

application-level metrics such as buffer status, and an SDN

controller, which reports on network performance (e.g.

jitter). A similar SDN-centric proposal that includes NLO

of QoE-aware network paths is presented in [13], with the

latter design addressing different service categories (e.g.,

audio conversation and video streaming).

The QoE Fairness Framework [2] is a PMO approach

for a fair QoE distribution among heterogeneous DASH

clients. It realizes App-Net by monitoring network band-

width, collecting user device features and MPDs, and

reporting them to a PM. The PM then calculates ap-

propriate media bitrate for each client and directs the

clients which media representation to choose. Another

PMO proposal for DASH services, which reduces video

freezes (or stallings), is presented in [4]. There, network

devices are regularly polled for traffic statistics, while

clients report on application metrics such as buffer state. If

a client buffer runs empty, a PM prioritizes specific media

segments in the network and instructs the associated client

to request the matching media quality.

Cofano et al. [3] describe several NLO strategies that

target QoE fairness among different clients. The band-

width reservation strategy uses application-level informa-

tion so as to assign media flows to dedicated queues on

network interfaces, while a hybrid strategy combines band-

width reservation with media bitrate calculation (similarly

to [2]). Server and network assisted DASH (SAND) [14] is

an ongoing standardization to specify a DASH messaging

framework, with the goal to enhance multi-client QoE.

SAND seeks to exploit monitoring information provided

by media content servers and network devices, which

encompasses MPDs and measured network throughput.

The key messaging interface involves interaction between

DASH clients/content servers and network devices.

More generic App-Net approaches are investigated

in [15]–[17]. Ferguson et al. propose the participatory

networking paradigm [15], which enables end-users, user

devices and applications to interact with the network. For

example, end-users can invoke application re-configuration

based on the network state or delay execution of, e.g., a

conference call until sufficient network resources are avail-

able. OpenADN, or Open Application Delivery Network-

ing [16], [17], introduces an abstraction layer between

applications and the network, in order to facilitate the

mapping of policies across various multimedia services to

network behavior. OpenADN utilizes the SDN principles,

allowing, e.g., a network provider to customize message

routing by including different middleboxes in the path.

B. Cartography of App-Net Approaches

The approaches presented previously employ several

distinct functions to realize App-Net, but all exhibit a com-

mon control loop. First, relevant monitoring information

on applications, network, or both is collected. Then, con-

trol actions are computed and enforced, at network-level,

application-level, or both. Disregarding implementation-

specific details of these App-Net functions, we group

them into the following categories: application or network

monitoring, and application or network control. The latter

categories are used to identify fundamental building blocks

and derive an abstract App-Net model (Figure 1).

The model depicts four functional blocks, namely Ap-
plication Monitoring (AM), Application Control (AC),

Network Monitoring (NM), and Network Control (NC).
AM supervises the state of running applications, while NM

captures performance parameters that indicate the network

state. Control functions of the model are shared between

AC and NC – the former features adaptation actions

implemented in applications, while the latter does the same

for the network level. In order to jointly optimize behavior

of applications and network, and achieve a fair QoE

distribution, monitoring information about applications

and network may be provided to a logically centralized
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Figure 1. Key building blocks for application-network interplay

PM. Utilizing this information, the PM can decide on

adaptation actions and instruct AC/NC to enforce them,

thus realizing a PMO (joint control) approach.

The actual realization of the control loop varies be-

tween the App-Net approaches, which differ in moni-

toring accuracy, the degree of control support, and the

implementation domain of the specific monitoring/control

function. Additionally, the App-Net mechanisms manifest

their dissimilarity in the frequency of control actions and

technical implementation specifics. Thus, we classify the

presented mechanisms with respect to the identified App-

Net functional blocks (Table I), also comparing monitoring

accuracy and the frequency of control actions. Initial
refers to monitoring/control being performed only during

service establishment, triggered assumes that monitoring

or control is initiated by an irregular event, while periodic
regards the actions in regular time intervals.

Table I
CLASSIFICATION OF THE PRESENTED APP-NET MECHANISMS

Source Type NM NC AM AC
[2] PMO Periodic None Initial Periodic
[3] NLO Initial Periodic Initial Periodic
[4] PMO Periodic Triggered Periodic Triggered
[5] NLO Periodic Triggered Periodic None
[6] NLO Periodic Periodic Periodic None
[7] PMO Periodic Triggered Periodic None
[10] ALO Periodic Triggered Periodic Periodic
[11] ALO Periodic Periodic Periodic Periodic
[12] NLO Periodic Periodic Periodic None
[13] NLO Periodic Triggered Initial None
[15] ALO Triggered Triggered Initial Periodic
[16] NLO Periodic Periodic Initial None
[17] NLO Periodic Periodic Initial None

III. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first present a messaging service that

is used to realize the information exchange as underlined

in the abstract App-Net model. Afterwards, we highlight

two PMO-based App-Net mechanisms, which are evalu-

ated in Section IV. Finally, the evaluation testbed and the

chosen performance metrics are described.

A. Messaging Service for the App-Net Realization

The interaction between application and network en-

tities calls for the exchange of monitoring and control
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Figure 2. ØMQ-based messaging service for App-Net

information (Figure 2). In order to enable this exchange,

we develop a light-weight publish-subscribe messaging

system that is based on ØMQ1. The central point of

this system is a messaging broker (ØMQ-Broker), which

receives all messages and forwards them to the targeted

entities. Figure 2 illustrates the associated information

flow. Application and network monitoring data is first

delivered to the PM, which then forwards its control

decisions to the corresponding application and network

control entities via the ØMQ-Broker.

B. Investigated App-Net Mechanisms

For our evaluation we choose two PMO-based App-

Net solutions that enhance QoE for DASH-based video

streaming. The first approach is QoE Fairness Framework

(QoE-FF) [2], which employs a centralized controller

(PM) to govern the video quality selection among het-

erogeneous DASH clients and to produce a fair QoE

distribution. When starting a new video stream, a DASH

client communicates its screen resolution, the requested

video bitrate and the associated bandwidth requirements to

the PM. While monitoring network load and active DASH

clients, the PM evaluates QoE for each client, computes

the fair-share video quality levels, and enforces them at

each client.

The second approach is based on the work by Pe-

trangeli et al. [4]. Their App-Net mechanism avoids buffer

under-runs in DASH clients by prioritizing download of

video segments over other traffic. We will refer to the latter

approach as Stalling Prevention Mechanism (SPM). Net-
work monitoring is realized by having a centralized con-

troller (PM) regularly poll throughput of pre-configured

queues in an SDN switch. To enable application mon-

itoring, DASH clients are customized to add the video

buffer status to HTTP requests, which are forwarded by

the switch to the PM. The PM is then able to extract the

application-level parameters and calculate whether a video

segment will arrive before the corresponding client buffer

runs out or not. In the case of a late arrival, the given

segment is prioritized, while the associated DASH client

is forced to request the lowest video quality so as to allow

a fast refill of the buffer.

1http://zeromq.org
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In order to assess different data-plane effects on video

quality, we implement two versions of the SPM approach.

In the first implementation, which is referred to as SPM1,

video packets are forwarded in the data plane without

any intervention. This may result in video packets being

delivered to a DASH client before control actions are

decided by the PM. The second implementation, denoted

as SPM2, delays video packets in the data plane until

possible control actions are enforced.

C. Evaluation Metrics

QoE influence factors for DASH-based video streaming

are initial buffering delay, video stalling, video playback

quality, and the number of quality level switches [8].

Stallings during video playback have a high impact on

user’s QoE, while initial buffering delay has a minor

impact [18]. In the absence of stallings, video reproduction

quality on the highest level dominates the user experience,

as presented in [19]. In that case, the number of quality

level switches can be neglected. Accordingly, we rely on

the overall stalling duration and the average video quality

to compare the gains between the implemented App-Net

mechanisms. To quantify the video quality, we use the

structural similarity (SSIM) metric [20].

The investigated App-Net mechanisms differ in their

complexity, which encompasses the number of involved

functional entities, extent of the software implementation,

and the number of exchanged messages. As a first step,

we evaluate this complexity by considering the number of

exchanged messages sent via the brokering service.

D. Implemented Testbed and Evaluation Scenario

Our testbed consists of four common personal comput-

ers. First one acts as a DASH server, second one as a net-

work emulator, third one is running a PM and the ØMQ-

Broker, while fourth one hosts six instances of the TAPAS

DASH client [21]. TAPAS clients use DASH heuristic

Conventional [22] (baseline implementation). The DASH
server stores the Big Buck Bunny2 clip in three different

resolutions (1080p, 720p, 360p), assuming different screen

resolutions (i.e. client characteristics), and encodes them

in several bitrates. We divide video clips into segments of

four seconds long and create the matching MPD file in the

m3u8 format by using the following ffmpeg command:

ffmpeg −i bbb1080 . yuv −codec : v l i b x264 −codec : a l i b f a a c
−map 0 −segmen t t ime 4 −s e gm e n t l i s t $newdi r / ou t .
m3u8 −f o r c e k ey f r ame s ” exp r : g t e ( t , n f o r c ed ∗4) ” −f
s t r e am segmen t −b : v ”$ ( ( $br ∗ 1000) ) ” $newdi r /
o u t p u t %03d . t s

Obtained video bitrates per resolution are shown in Fig-

ure 3, as well as the corresponding SSIM values.

The evaluation scenario involves six TAPAS clients

running in parallel, two for each resolution. An evaluation

run lasts for six minutes, whereas the clients issue a

video request randomly within the first 60 seconds of

the run. Four bandwidth limitation values are considered,

2https://peach.blender.org/
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Figure 3. Obtained SSIM values per resolution and encoding bitrate

namely 1440 kbit/sec, 2400 kbit/sec, 4800 kbit/sec, and

7000 kbit/sec, and for each of them we repeat evaluation

runs five times. For SPM1 and SPM2 we consider four

configurations, which combine different values of network

monitoring frequency (time intervals of two and four

seconds) and of safety margin for the computed segment

arrival time (set as 5% and 10% of the calculated value).

For QoE-FF, we consider 100%, 95% and 90% of the

network bandwidth as available for the quality distribution

algorithm.

IV. EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section, we discuss evaluation results in terms

of messaging overhead and key QoE indicators for the in-

vestigated App-Net approaches. We focus on the “steady-

state” phase between two and six minutes, i.e. the impact

of DASH clients joining the system is neglected. The

mechanism/configuration pairs and the corresponding la-

bel used in some of the result figures are shown in Table II.

Confidence intervals for the evaluations are small and thus

omitted.

A. Quantification of the Message Exchange

The messaging overhead, including the message types,

is illustrated in Figure 4. The y-axis shows the number

of messages averaged over all runs and bandwidth con-

figurations. For the same configuration, both SPM im-

plementations yield a similar number of messages. While

the monitoring frequency has a significant impact on the

overall number of exchanged messages, the impact of the

arrival time safety margin is negligible. For QoE-FF, the

number of exchanged messages is considerably smaller as

compared to the SPM implementations, since it features no

Table II
CONFIGURATIONS FOR SPM AND QOE-FF

Monitoring frequency / Download time margin
2 s / 0.05 2 s / 0.1 6 s / 0.05 6 s / 0.1

SPM 1 [1,1] [1,2] [1,3] [1,4]
SPM 2 [2,1] [2,2] [2,3] [2,4]

Used bandwidth share
100 % 95 % 90 %

QoE-FF [3,1] [3,2] [3,3]
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network control messages. Application control for QoE-

FF is conducted when clients join or leave the system,

i.e. no messages are exchanged in the steady state phase.

However, application monitoring messages indicating a

client is active are exchanged regularly.

B. Video Quality vs. Stalling

Figure 5 highlights the trade-off between average video

quality in terms of SSIM and the associated stalling

duration for different bandwidth configurations. In case of

the 1440 kbit/sec bandwidth, none of the investigated App-

Net approaches is capable of streaming without stalling.

Depending on the mechanisms, either less stalling occurs,

or a lower video quality is achieved. The different config-

uration parameters of each approach have a minor impact

on this behavior.

The SPM 2 approach reduces the overall stalling time

compared to the baseline implementation, while SPM 1

and QoE-FF provide a better video quality, but also a

longer stalling time. For network bandwidth configurations

higher or equal to 2400 kbit/sec the baseline implementa-

tion and both SPM approaches perform similar. No stalling

times occur, and the average video quality is almost equal.

The QoE-FF approach, however, significantly differs from

the other approaches. If the mechanism is configured to

use 100 % of the available bandwidth share the average

video quality per user is higher, but also stalling occurs.
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This is due to the fact that the QoE-FF configuration

does not take network and transport protocol overhead into

account. This results in an overestimation of the available

bandwidth and thus a too optimistic quality allocation to

the clients.For the other configurations, 95 % and 90 %

of the available bandwidth share, no stalling occurs, but

the average video quality is lower as compared to the

other mechanisms. A similar behavior can be observed for

higher network bandwidth configurations, 4800 kbit/sec

and 7200 kbit/sec.

C. Video Quality Fairness Among the Clients

Next, we highlight the impact of each approach on a

fair QoE distribution among the involved clients. Figure 6

shows the measured SSIM values for different resolutions

and configurations at the bandwidth limit of 4800 kbit/sec.

Baseline DASH (mechanism 4) and all configurations for

both SPM approaches show similar results in terms of

video quality per client. Devices with the 360p resolution

have higher SSIM values than devices with the 720p

resolution, while 1080p devices suffer the most. This is

due to the TCP fair share of network bandwidth among the

clients, which does not regard different client resolutions

and video quality per client. In case of QoE-FF, video

quality between the heterogeneous clients is distributed in

a fair manner. However, this quality fairness may come at

the cost of overall video quality being decreased, as it was

shown in the previous subsection.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper is a first step towards a systematic compar-

ison of different QoE-centric App-Net interaction mecha-

nisms. Firstly, we give an overview of such approaches and

use them to derive an abstract interaction model based on

the identified functional blocks. Secondly, we evaluate two

of the App-Net approaches for adaptive video streaming.

The investigated approaches differ with respect to the

number of exchanged messages and their influence on

stalling and average video quality. The stalling prevention

mechanism requires a constant message exchange and

is thus very costly. It reduces stalling if little network

resources are available, i.e., if all clients can be barely

171717



supplied with the lowest quality. Its impact on the user-

centric metrics is negligible if enough network resources

for higher video qualities are available. The QoE fairness

framework provides a fair video quality among hetero-

geneous clients for the price of a lower average video

quality. As long as enough network resources are available

no stalling times occur. If the lowest video quality can be

barely supplied large stalling times are observed indicating

that the approach should not be used in such a scenario.

Future work will provide a broader investigation of the

App-Net approaches and an extended complexity evalu-

ation beyond the messaging overhead. In addition, the

adaptation potential of combining specific approaches will

be addressed.
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